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ABSTRACT 
Electrical systems – for obvious reasons – are designed to be reliable. Like any complex system, electrical 
systems require periodic maintenance and inspection to ensure power is supplied to buildings and facilities in 
a safe and efficient manner. Infrared (IR) thermography can detect heat in the form of infrared energy that is 
emitted from faulty equipment. The higher an object’s temperature, the greater the IR radiation it emits. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
IR thermography increases confidence in equipment, decreases the chance for fire loss, reduces energy 
costs, and helps avoid equipment downtime and business interruption (BI) losses. The IR program was 
instituted at CNA in March 2005. It has been successful at avoiding physical damage (PD) and BI losses, 
reducing customer maintenance and repair costs, improving electrical safety awareness for CNA clients, and 
overall client satisfaction. 
 
The scope of IR surveys includes electrical equipment, production machinery or equipment, and mechanical 
equipment. The production machinery/equipment to be scanned must be identified through a discussion with 
the client prior to the IR survey. This will help identify machinery or equipment that present the highest BI 
exposure as production “bottlenecks” and/or are critical to the functioning of the operation. 
 
Mechanical Equipment 

 Pumps (overheated connections, fuse problems, overloaded electrical cables, etc.) 
 Process valves (open, closed, leakage) 
 Storage tanks (sludge levels) 
 Pipelines (check if/where there are anomalies) 
 Motors (overheating bearings, misalignment, overheated windings) 
 Conveyor belts (overheated bearings) 
 Furnaces (monitoring all types of furnaces, heaters, and boilers) 

Production Machinery  
 Process mixing tanks or reactor vessels 
 Plastic-injection molding equipment 
 Metal forges and stamping equipment 
 Printing presses 
 Spray dryers 
 Ovens 

Electrical Equipment 
 Primary power source (outdoor high voltage switchyard) 
 Switchgear 
 Transformers 
 Low voltage installations (breaker panels, faulty electrical outlets/wall sockets 
 Fuse panels  
 Motor control centers (MCC) 
 Electrical cabinets 
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Traditional IR surveys have focused on electrical distribution panels (600 V or lower, typically 240 V minimum, 
but sometimes lower) as well as major production machinery or mechanical equipment. 
 
Certified IR thermographers conduct scans on electrical equipment to find potential problems in the early 
stages of breakdown or failure. Mechanical systems and key production equipment are also assessed by IR 
thermography. No interruption of production is typically required during the test. NFPA 70B (2010 edition) 
recommends that commercial buildings complete IR surveys annually. Other sources recommend every 3 to 5 
years, depending on the number and level of faults found on a baseline IR survey 
 
Based on our experience over the past 7 years, CNA recommends that IR surveys be done more often in 
manufacturing facilities than in other occupancies. We are able to compare the number of critical and serious 
faults identified between manufacturing and non-manufacturing locations. We are also able to compare the 
average savings between these two categories. The results (based on our data) are: 
 

 Manufacturing locations have 100% more critical faults than non-manufacturing 
 Manufacturing locations have 40% more serious faults than non-manufacturing 
 Manufacturing locations have 81% more savings (due to reduced maintenance and repair costs) than 

non-manufacturing 
 The average loss avoided due to fires is higher at manufacturing locations than other occupancies 
 Due to the reliance on critical production equipment, the BI loss potential is higher in manufacturing 
 Conducting IR surveys of machinery and equipment will assist clients in identifying potential problems 

and avoiding unplanned downtime, and CNA will avoid or mitigate BI losses 
 
Electrical repair cost savings are estimated at $500 for minor or intermediate faults and $3,000 for serious or 
critical faults. These estimates are based on typical industry experience. The four fault categories are based 
upon temperature differentials from the norm. Minor faults are 1°F – 9°F above the norm;intermediate faults 
are 10°F – 34°F; serious faults are 35°F – 74°F; and critical faults are 75°F or greater above the norm. 
 
Mechanical faults are more difficult to evaluate. Side-by-side (good vis-à-vis bad) comparisons are 
sometimes an effective way to show a mechanical fault, but the loss avoided is much harder to 
estimate. Bearings, for example, do lend themselves to a Delta T comparison like electrical faults: 
 

 Critical (> 150°F above ambient T) 
 Serious (100°F°F – 150 above ambient T) 
 Intermediate (75 – 100°F above ambient T) 
 Minor (< 75°F above ambient T) 

 
Energy savings vary by temperature differential and current (amps). Energy savings can be calculated using a 
FLIR-created tool called “Indirect Power Calculations from Surface Temperatures” or estimated from a 
number of sample calculations and assumptions. The following are considered reasonable estimates: 
$1.50/day for critical faults; $0.75/day for serious; $0.40/day for intermediate; and $0.15/day for minor. A cost 
of $0.15 per kilowatt-hour (KWH) is used to develop these estimates, but energy costs may be higher in some 
areas. These estimates used 250 working days in a year (figuring 10 holidays) to estimate energy savings for 
each fault. 
 
Electrical fire losses are avoided by correcting critical and serious faults discovered during IR surveys. 
Insurance loss statistics (from 1992-2001) published by FM Global in 2002 showed that “average” electrical 
fire losses were about $200K for circuit breakers; $500K for switchgear; and $1 million for Motor Control 
Center (MCC) rooms. An “average” electrical fire loss in 2011 is estimated to be $750K based on a 2008 
update of inflation factors (means cost analysis data) since the 1990’s and also using some CNA losses in 
recent years as a reference point. 
 
The actual chance of an electrical fire occurring is difficult to quantify. CNA thermographers use the “average” 
electrical loss of $750K or use the specific loss by type (circuit breakers, switchgear, or MCC rooms) for 
critical and serious fault(s) discovered during the IR survey. We do not calculate or estimate fire losses for 
intermediate or minor faults. If the fault is found on specialized equipment (like a transformer or motor), we 
use specific replacement cost information for the type or piece of equipment. 
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BI estimates are based on the percentage of operations lost for number of days (divided by 365). The 3 types 
of basic electrical fire risk estimates included both PD and BI loss numbers. We use critical and serious faults 
only for BI estimates, but not every fault will have a BI estimate associated with it. We focus on key equipment 
(such as transformers or boilers) that has BI potential for plant or facility operations. A reasonable minimum BI 
loss estimate for critical and serious faults is one day’s loss of 100% operations, but the BI estimates are 
sometimes more than one day. BI loss of 1 or 2 weeks is a possibility. 
BI covers the loss of income resulting from a property or equipment breakdown loss that disrupts business 
operations during a period of restoration. Business income is net income (net profit or loss before income 
taxes) that would have been earned plus continuing normal (necessary) operating expenses incurred, 
including payroll. So in essence, BI pays continuing business expenses as well as profits lost. An electrical 
fire or mechanical equipment failure can result in a BI loss that may well exceed the PD amount of the loss. BI 
is especially important for manufacturing locations. The loss of a key piece of production equipment (due to 
fire or breakdown) can result in a large BI loss. 
 
SWITCHGEAR FIRE IN 2006 RESULTED IN $2.7 MILLION DAMAGE 

 
Figure 1.  Switchgear involved in loss 

 
This facility declined an IR survey offer by a CNA thermographer just months before this fire happened. An IR 
survey had been done by others the year before. It is unknown whether this piece of switchgear was included 
in the prior IR surveys. Certainly this fault could have been identified during an IR survey and $2.7 million fire 
loss would have been avoided by correcting the deficiency causing the fault. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Overall damage reported at $2.7 million 
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AN EXAMPLE OF FIRE AND BI LOSS AVOIDED 

In 2006, a CNA thermographer performed an IR survey at a fruit processing facility. The facility had over $20 
million Total Insured Value (TIV) including $4 million Contents and $10 million BI value. The CNA 
thermographer identified one critical, three serious, and ten intermediate faults as a result of the IR survey. 
The critical fault (Figure 3) already showed visible evidence of charred insulation (Figure 4). If that fault had 
become a fire (and it was very close to doing so), the facility might have lost 100% of its contents value due to 
a smoky electrical fire destroying processed fruit in storage. That is an estimated $4 million loss avoided. BI 
downtime losses were surely avoided by correcting this deficiency. The correction of the other faults saved 
the client an estimated $40,000 in electrical repair costs and energy savings. 
 

  
Figure 3.  IR image of the outside of the panel Figure 4.  Visual image of panel showing damage 

 
In Figure 3, the outside/face of the panel was warm to the touch (Sp1). Upon removing the cover, there was 
immediate odor of burning/melting material (conductor insulation) and visual indications of burning/charring on 
the panel face. The insulation on the conductors actually showed burning or charring and some of the 
insulation had apparently melted away. Temperature of the two bottom conductors indicated a temperature of 
over 407.6°F in Area 1. Sp2 notes a temperature of 182.9°F at the top conductor. Extreme heat and failure of 
electrical components can result in a fire with ensuing physical damage and unplanned downtime causing 
interruption of your business operations. The plant electrician was contacted immediately to get the deficiency 
repaired due to the seriousness / criticality of the situation. A temperature differential of greater than 75°F is 
considered a critical fault (by CNA criteria) and needs to be repaired immediately by a licensed electrician. 
 

SUMMARY 
CNA thermographers have identified one or more critical or serious faults on about half of the 7,500+ 
surveys we have completed so far. If we apply the $750K “average” electrical fire estimate, that adds up to 
about $2.8 billion in fire losses avoided. Adding BI estimates raises the total even higher. Most of these 
savings are realized by CNA underwriters, but the insurance client also realizes savings from avoiding the 
insurance policy deductible loss cost. Deductibles typically range from $5,000 to $100,000 or more. 
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